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“The history of AfricanAmericans’ organized resistance
to racism and oppression.”
Dr. Stan Oden
Political Science Professor & Author
The Black community has been severely impacted by
historic under-representation as well as by racism and
oppression. Historically, African-Americans have used a variety of vehicles to mount
an organized resistance against the forces of oppression. Learn how historic Black
under-representation in power relationships has impacted the African-American
community.
The methods used in organizing ourselves in opposition are relevant in current
issues related to Black history. Dr. Oden is a Political Science professor at CSU,
Sacramento, and the author of a number of books and essays on the sociopolitical
history of under-represented groups in the U.S. and in California.
Dr. Stanley Oden is a native of San Diego, California, where he was raised by very
successful parents who, during his formative years, were also community and
political activists. Following his parents’ lead, Oden spent many years living and
working as a civil rights activist in the Oakland/Berkeley community in California,
where he was also an early member of the Black Panther Party. He is a graduate of
U.C. Davis where, in the late 1960s, he was one of only 10 Black students in a
student population of over 40,000. He later went on to earn a Ph.D. in sociology
from U.C. Santa Cruz. Dr. Oden currently teaches political science at California State
University, Sacramento. He is the author of two major works treating issues related
to the unfolding roles of minority communities in U.S. history as well as in California
history:
California Politics: Shifting Majorities, Emerging Minorities (2005) and Rivers of
Struggle and
Resistance: A Social Political History of the Underrepresented in the United States
(2010).
Additionally, he is the author of a number of published essays dealing with social
justice in America.
Dr. Oden is the proud father of several grown children, who have followed in the
Oden family tradition of community service, political activism, and professional
excellence.

www.SacramentoWriters.org

CWC Sacramento is a 501c3 nonprofit educational organization

First Friday Networking Zoom
Meeting
February 5, 2021
10:00 to 11:00 a.m.
Al Zagofsky
Songwriter/Songwriting
Instructor/Publisher
“If You Can Write, You Can Write
Songs”
Al says, “Two years ago, I discovered songwriting. Now I’ve written over 100 songs.
It’s easy. You can too.” During this presentation we will learn:
•
•
•
•
•

- The secret to getting started in songwriting.
- If you can write poems, you can write lyrics.
- Most songwriters can’t read music.
- Many traditional songwriters could not read or write.
- With today’s technology, many song ideas go from the mind to the recorder
app.

You can watch the promo for Al’s History and Practice of Songwriting Class on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACj4QiHUA-g
Al Zagofsky had a mid-life crisis and changed careers from
engineering to writing, publishing and journalism. He wrote for a
Pennsylvania newspaper for 15 years, and began publishing an
online magazine, California Update. About a half dozen members
of the California Writers Club have contributed articles. Recently,
Al took a class in Protest Music at the CSUS Renaissance Society
and began writing his own songs. The California Update site is:
www.CAUpdate.com. You can contact Al at
alzagofsky@gmail.com.

California Update (CAUpdate.com) Criteria
Length: approximately 600 words.
Submit in Word, Pages or in the Email.
Do not format.
Original material only.
Personal experience is preferred.
Avoid current events.
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Images if relevant.
Run it by me and I’ll let you know.
I’ll also ask for a portrait photo and a 25 word
bio.
Monthly deadlines on the 15th.
Send to Al Zagofsky, editor
(azagofsk@gmail.com).

Message from Our
President,
Kimberly A. Edwards
CWC Sacramento President

Use this Time to
Dream and Learn
During these days of limited travel, we can only dream about getting on a plane and flying to
another country.
One three-pager of my own notes I ran into recently – taken from various sources -- covers
travel writing. Obviously, travel markets differ in type of writing they’re looking for, but
almost all benefit from sensory detail provided in the right context. Colors, sounds, scents,
textures, etc., enrich a piece by putting the reader into the experience. First-hand accounts
are the freshest source of sensory details.
Most travel pieces also require research. The amount of research required varies. The right
facts establish the writer as an authority and improve the reading experience. Sol Stein On
Writing gives samples of the differences between traditional nonfiction, better nonfiction, and
fiction. I find this relevant to travel writing and instructive for any kind of writing:
-- Example of nonfiction: NYC has more than 10,000 homeless people.
-- Example of “better” nonfiction: The main who laid claim to the bench at the corner of 64th
Street and Fifth Avenue is one New York City’s 10,000 homeless persons.
-- Example of fiction: His skin the color of rust, the man sits on his park bench next to his
bag of belongings, staring at the brightly lit windows at that strange race of people who have
hope.
Whatever you do at this time of limited travel, let your dreams run wild. Study good
examples and acquire strategies you can apply to other genres as well. Stay strong, and stay
well!

QUICK MEMBER QUESTION: HAVE YOU BOOKMARKED OUR WEBSITE YET?
http://www.cwcsacramentowriters.org
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NEW MEMBERS
Gloria Galloway is our newest member. She lives in
Sacramento and is interested in women’s fiction and crime
drama. Her novel, Dead By My Side, a police detective crime
mystery with a paranormal twist, was self-published in 2011.
It can be found on Amazon.

From our VP/Membership and Webmaster, Jenifer Rowe:
Time to Write Your Bio!
Make 2021 the year that you treat your writing life with the respect that it deserves. It’s time
to take your writing - and yourself as an author - seriously, because if you don’t, neither will
anyone else. Start by writing your bio statement (maximum 200 words) and sending it along
with a headshot to be posted on our club website www.cwcsacramentowriters.org Visit the
Members page to see samples and read the guidelines. Then send your files to
sacramentowriters@gmail.com for posting. When your next piece is submitted for
publication, you’ll have a brief bio ready to use.

CRITIQUE GROUP(S) AND BETA READERS:
From John Patterson, Critique Group and Beta Reader Coordinator
Since a number of our writers have contacted us and requested to participate in a Critique
Group, we have been working to seat them at a ‘reading table.’ As I reported last month, we
have found no openings, so we have worked to form a new Critique Group, even though we
don’t have a practiced Critique Group leader.
Please, if you are a Critique Group Leader, let us know so we can contact you as a resource
for other member requests. (This is not going to be a placement, just a check in to see if your
group might be interested in a new member when we’re contacted.) And, if you are
interested in being part of a critique group, please inform us and we’ll continue to try and be
of assistance to you. Additionally, if you have a few people who want to evaluate each other’s
work and would like some support, let us know so we can try and aid you.
And the same is true for Beta Readers. We are collecting three types of information: 1) those
who are motivated to be a Beta Reader for a new project; 2) those who are looking for Beta
Readers; and 3) articles on the process of finding and evaluating potential Beta Readers, as
well as how to be an excellent Beta Reader.
If you are interested in the above, please contact: 2johnpatterson@gmail.
4
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Patchwork Quilting
By Marcia Ehinger
Quilting (a process of stitching a layer of padding between
layers of fabric) goes back in time to the first uses of woven
cloth to provide protection and insulation (on beds, in
doorways, under the armor of knights, warming the torsos of
Japanese farmers). Patchwork (sewing small pieces of fabric
together to create whole cloth) was originally functional, used
to save pieces of previously worn clothing or flour sacks – the
ultimate reuse and recycling of fabric.
Neither one is unique to the United States, but quilts have
always been part of our history and reflect our cultures, communities, and times. Some examples are
Gees Bend and other African-American settlements and traditions (some modern, others from slavery
days or back to Africa), Amish (labeled as “plain”, with solid-colored cloth, plus a small defect
because only God is perfect), shimmering mirrors and silks from India and the Middle East,
embroidery from across the planet (desert nomads to the hill people of Southeast Asia), usually
women’s work, but sometimes passed from fathers to sons (applique skills and patterns of Egyptian
tent makers), recently exported to Japan to add to its own ancient textile traditions, such as kimono
making and shibori work.
Quilt projects have been fundraisers (for churches and local quilt guilds, the Red Cross in World War
II, and soldiers recuperating from the Crimean War who made patchwork from their military
uniforms). They can be commemorative, carrying memories and stories (the AIDS Quilt, all 1.2
million square feet, weighing 54 tons, made up of 48,000 grave-sized panels), military memorials,
wedding gifts or family remembrances, farewell notes from friends. As young physicians, our group
created a quilt for one of our fellow interns, put together by men and women, those who could sew,
and those who couldn’t, blocks that signified things the bride and groom loved – including trout
fishing and beer drinking. They have served other uses, such as road signs for escaped slaves along
the Underground Railroad.
The invention of the sewing machine in the 1800s brought the making of quilts into the industrial
revolution. However, many women still find friendship, fellowship, and a helping hand in the
gathering of a quilting bee. The Modern Quilt Guild, which has promoted the quilt as an art form also
has members who have reverted to the old ways of hand piecing and quilting. Yet, quilting and
piecing have moved forward as art works, along with youth projects, and
social and political messaging.
Literary imagery abounds in the world of patchwork and quilting. Quilts are
composed of layers; threads wend their way throughout, holding things tight
as we stitch together and embellish our piece. Patches are also used to mend
defects. To “patch up” implies fixing, or mending and healing. In this time of
pandemic illness, and strife, inequity, increased unemployment and
homelessness, we need to work together to patch up our lives and the world.
Our club President, Kim Edwards, sees patch-work as a verb for a
collaborative effort -- moving forward to put the pieces together as we patchwork. Our upcoming anthology will be made up of contributions from each of
us to form a new entity.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Get Published! -- CWC Sacramento Anthology
Working title – Patch-Work: Writing from the California
Writers Club, Sacramento
Who are we? What do we have to say? What do we
represent? How can we influence? We come from a
variety of communities, cultures, and times, and write in
many different ways. Together, we comprise a
patchwork: bits and pieces that form a whole cloth or
legacy. We also patch things up, fixing and mending, and
working around challenges to find solutions. Today, we
live in a time of pandemic disease and strife. Together, we
can “patch-work” and perhaps find ways to heal our world, minute-by-minute, step-bystep, action-by-action, stitch-by-stitch.
Fellow members, please join us in our first branch anthology. Prepare your poetry and
prose, fiction and non-fiction (essay, memoir, travel, etc.) in short works (2500 words
or less). All genres welcome. May be previously published. One or two pieces per
author will be considered; $10 fee per piece. Members only. [To join CWC Sacramento,
see website: cwcsacramentowriters.org.] Submission information soon; deadline in
April. Details to follow in e-blasts, on the website, and in the newsletter.
#
#
#
From Sands Hall: In February, I’ll launch a six-week course, The Next Draft, designed for
novelists and memoirists who feel they have (or are close to having) a complete draft and want
skills and inspiration to tackle what’s next. Saturday mornings, February 13-March 20. Courses
are limited to eight participants. Visit my website, www.sandshall.com [Reclaiming My
Decade Lost in Scientology, from Counterpoint Press; Rustler's Moon at CDBaby]
On February 5th & 6th, the Sierra Writers Conference is presenting two outstanding keynote
speakers—James McBride and Dr. Bettina Love—and a slate of terrific writers offering workshops
and seminars of all kinds. This year’s very relevant theme is Empowering Voices. I’ll be talking
about creating effective (and empowered) characters on the 6th, 1:30-2:40; there’s also an
option to join small critique workshops on the afternoon of the 5th. Please visit the website,
sierrawritersconference.org, to check out the array of options and to register.
The Community of Writers is now accepting submissions for its Poetry Workshop (June 19-26),
Fiction Workshop (July 11-17) and Nonfiction/Memoir Workshop (August 1-6). Workshops will
take place in the “Virtual Valley.” Executive Director Brett Hall Jones has also been hard at work
creating all kinds of other online options, including Fiction & Memoir First Aid and Poetry First
Aid, which provide opportunities to get feedback on your writing or to ask advice about your
project, or a question about the writing life; The Art of the Sentence, a weekend intensive led by
Janet Fitch; Micro Workshops on Ecopoetics, led by Brenda Hillman, and others. Visit the
COW's website, communityofwriters.org, to see these and other options, and to get on their
mailing list.
And the Iowa Summer Writing Festival is going online, making this conference, for now, to be
aptly called the Iowa (endless) Summer Writing Festival. New courses are being added weekly;
in spring, I’ll lead an Advanced Tools of the Writers Craft. iowasummerwritingfestival.org
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Redwood Writers CWC “Finding Your Creative Spark”
Workshop, February 17, 2021
6-7:30 p.m. All CWC members $25, non-members $35.
(www.redwoodwriters.org)
Workshop leader Michael Shapiro is the author of The
Creative Spark: How musicians, writers, explorers, and other
artists found their inner fire and followed their dreams. The
book is a collection of interviews and biographical sketches
that serve as inspiration for creative endeavors. Among those
Shapiro interviewed: Smokey Robinson, Lucinda Williams,
Francis Ford Coppola, Pico Iyer, Jane Goodall, Amy Tan, David
Sedaris, and Barbara Kingsolver.
Voices of God, Voices of Madness with Tanya Luhrmann
The Humanities Institute, UC Santa Cruz, Merrill College
The Fifth Annual Noel Q. King Memorial Lecture, February 18, 2021 5:00 PM
Tanya Marie Luhrmann is the Watkins University Professor in the Stanford Anthropology
Department. Her work focuses on the edge of experience: on voices, visions, the world of the
supernatural and the world of psychosis. Using a combination of ethnographic and experimental
methods, she has done fieldwork on the streets of Chicago, in Chennai, Accra, and the South
Bay; with evangelical Christians who seek to hear God speak back, with Zoroastrians who set out
to create a more mystical faith, and with people who practice magic. She was elected to the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2003 and received a John Guggenheim Fellowship
award in 2007, and has served as a regular contributing opinion writer for the New York Times.
When God Talks Back was named a NYT Notable Book of the Year and a Kirkus Reviews Best
Book of the Year. Her new book, Our Most Troubling Madness: Case Studies in Schizophrenia
Across Cultures, was published by the University of California Press in 2016.
Following Professor Luhrmann’s talk, she will be joined in conversation with author Laurie R.
King. A New York Times bestseller author of 27 works, including the Mary Russell-Sherlock
Holmes series (The Beekeeper’s Apprentice, deemed one of the 20th century’s best crime novels.
Professor Noel Q. King helped introduce the study of religion to a young UC Santa Cruz and was
instrumental in engaging Merrill College students in lifelong curiosity about and respect for the
beliefs of the peoples of the world.
Register at: https://ucsc.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_1Rg406OsRVeH_BysLCjBtA
Our Life Stories Writers’ Conference is going virtual -- on Saturday, April 17, 2021, 10
a.m. - 3:15 p.m. via Zoom. Sponsored by Ethel MacLeod Hart Senior Center and Cosumnes River
College, a selection of morning and afternoon workshops designed to promote the creation of
memoir, along with a panel discussion on publishing, will be followed by a writing activity for all
attendees. The conference features workshops by celebrated authors Lisa Dominguez Abraham,
JoAnn Anglin, Dale Flynn, Bob Stanley, Marcus Crowder, and Kate Washington; a panel
discussion moderated by Cecily Hastings with Mary Ellen Burns, Dave Covin, and Emmanuel
Sigauke; and an interactive writing activity, The Mindful Muse, led by Lesley and Jessilyn Gale.
There is a $20 registration fee. Detailed workshop information can be found at: http://
www.ourlifestories.org/
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ANNOUNCING THE NEXT P.O.M.S. (POETRY OPEN MIC SALON) EVENT:
Fellow Branch Poets: Our next open poetry reading will be on Thursday, April 15, 2021 (third Thursday) at 7:00
pm on Zoom. The format is the same as our last Poetry reading in November. Readers can share their works
for five (5) minutes. We are taking sign-ups for 5-6 readers. (The sixth reader is dependent on the time
available.) After each reading, we will have a short, moderated listener feedback session. The feedback is to
provide brief responses as to what was enjoyable, listener insights, and hear reader responses. Please note:
this is not a critique group. If you wish to utilize five minutes to share your work, please sign up at:
2johnpatterson@ gmail.com
If you are planning to participate, please review the “Open Readings Review” below.
Thank you, Your POMS Committee, Mark Heckey, Karen Durham, & John Patterson.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
ADDITONAL OPEN READINGS SCHEDULED:
FELLOW BRANCH WRITERS: Besides the April 15 poetry reading announced in this Newsletter, we scheduled
two additional open readings. These readings are open to any genre (including poetry). The Open Readings will
be held July 15 and October 21 at 7:00 pm on Zoom. The format is that readers will have five minutes to read
and share their work. Then there will be time for brief moderated listener feedback. We are taking sign-ups
for five to six people, depending on time available. Sign-ups after that will be on Stand-By. If you are
considering participating in this event, please read the “Open Readings Review” in this Newsletter. Sign up at:
2johnpatterson@gmail.com
Thank you, John Patterson, Open Readings Coordinator.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
OPEN READINGS REVIEW:
All participants in the November Poetry Open Mic Salon (POMS) and the
December Holiday Celebration open reading events were invited to participate in a survey. Almost 70% of the
readers responded. All indicated they wanted to continue both a Poetry and and ‘ “Open” (to all genres)
Reading’ events. A slight majority felt quarterly readings were the most sustainable. Most readers felt an hour
and half with a break in the middle was an ideal time. In these last two events, both went over two hours as
the Host allowed all who signed in a chance to read. Everyone survey requested we use the Stand-By model
and not go over the hour and a half time limit (with some flexibility OK). Everyone also liked the informal
format of a moderated, yet open chat with listeners about the works read.
This evaluation seems to infer that the appropriate number of readers is five to six, the sixth being time
dependent. And we will also use Stand-By’s to supplement the program as time permits. It appears acceptable
that Stand-Bys from one event will be at the top of the list for the next. And most wanted the readings
scheduled so they could plan when they would like to read.
We continue to seek input and suggestions. For example, readings mid-week
had just a slight majority over Saturday; later in the day, a slight majority
over late afternoon.
We are going to continue to ask that readers avoid polemicizing, and highly
divisive topics regarding politics, religion and similar matters. In addition,
the Board is requesting we don’t read gratuitous nor violent and dark
material. Please consider all the members. If you are unsure, please raise
your concerns with the Host prior to the readings date. Also, as always, the
readers material is their work, and not endorsed by this non-profit
organization.
Thank you, John Patterson, Open Readings Coordinator.
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My Black.
A poem by Maya Ellen

Poetry
Corner

By Maya Ellen, Special to The Bee, April 16, 2020
Color me midnight
Color me gold or honey
Color me clear if you must, if that means they will see
Without closed eyes laying in peace
We do not wish to be angels yet.
Color us midnight
We wake up to the noise, no space to just be.
Protesting with the gardens upon and inside our minds
With little room to be free.
Color us midnight
We dance under what is left of the moonlight like
nobody is watching,
But we protect our flesh, protect our best like
everyone is
Because everyone is.
They painted the stars with our blood
Color us midnight
Maybe then we will be able to rest.
We water gardens upon and inside our minds,
This is our living protest.

This poem is part an ongoing series in collaboration of The Sacramento Bee, Sol Collective
and other community organizations called the “Community to Newsroom Pipeline.” To
learn more or to contribute, email us at voices@sacbee.com. [https://www.sacbee.com/
news/local/sacramento-tipping-point/community-voices/article240637342.html]
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Amanda Gorman
Inaugural Poet 2021 and First Youth Poet Laureate
Amanda Gorman, now 22, became the youth poet laureate of Los Angeles at age 16 in 2014 and the
first national youth poet laureate three years later. On January 21, she was the youngest poet to
recite her work at a presidential inauguration, following in the considerably more experienced
footsteps of Maya Angelou and Robert Frost.
Like most of us, Amanda Gorman has been cooped up in her apartment binge-watching “The Great
British Baking Show” because of the pandemic. Unlike most of us, she got some very exciting news
recently via Zoom: She’d been handpicked to read a poem at President-elect Joe Biden’s
inauguration. The incoming first lady, Jill Biden, was a fan. Gorman finished her poem while watching
pro-Trump extremists storm the U.S. Capitol, a scene she found “jarring and violating” but not
surprising.
Gorman showed an early passion for language and the diverse influences of her native city. She
attended New Roads School, a socioeconomically diverse private school. Her mother, Joan Wicks,
teaches middle school in Watts. Shuttling among the neighborhoods gave Gorman a window onto the
deep inequities that divide ZIP Codes.
She began writing poetry and performing in second and
third grade, despite a speech impediment. “I don’t look
at my disability as a weakness,” said Gorman. “It’s
made me the performer that I am and the storyteller
that I strive to be. When you have to teach yourself
how to say sounds, when you have to be highly
concerned about pronunciation, it gives you a certain
awareness of sonics, of the auditory experience.”
Gorman majored in sociology at Harvard and has
spoken up in public forums about a broad range of
issues, including racism and police brutality, abortion
bans in the U.S., and the incarceration of migrant
children. She is also the first person to announce her
intention to run for president in 2036, the first election cycle in which she’ll be old enough to do so.
In September, Gorman will release “Change Sings,” the first of two children’s books. She says she
was driven to publish a book “in which kids could see themselves represented as change-makers in
history, rather than just observers.” It will be illustrated by Loren Long, who created the art in
Obama’s Of Thee I Sing: A Letter to My Daughters.
Amanda's grandmother, Bertha Gaffney Gorman, lives in Sacramento and was a Bee journalist from
1971-78 (then, one of the only Black reporters at the Bee), before she went to work for the
California State Assembly. She says that she could see Amanda as President someday. Her
granddaughter says, “C-amanda-in-Chief”.
Here is a link to a transcript of Amanda Gorman’s inaugural poem “The Hill We Climb”.
https://thehill.com/homenews/news/535052-read-transcript-of-amanda-gormans-inaugural-poem
This link goes to a TED Talk site video of Amanda Gorman at the Inauguration.
https://www.ted.com/talks/amanda_gorman_the_hill_we_climb?
utm_source=tedcomshare&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=tedspread
Amanda Gorman’s website is www.theamandagorman.com.
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Poetry Challenge: Honor MLK By Describing How You Dream A World
On January 18, 2021, National Public Radio (NPR) announced a new crowd-sourced poetry
challenge on “Morning Edition” with Rachel Martin. When Martin Luther King Jr. delivered his
"I Have A Dream" speech 58 years ago, he changed the course of history with his
aspiration.
The metaphors, political overtones and themes King employed were inspired by Langston
Hughes' poem "I Dream A World". In the poem, there's hope in the chaos, and it attends to
the needs of all of us: talk of dreams, freedom, equality. Resident poet Kwame Alexander
and host Rachel Martin suggested writing our way out of the unprecedented events of the
past year and into a space of possibility. They asked for poem submissions beginning with
the line "I dream a world" and describing the change you hope for. Alexander took lines
from some of the pieces, including lines from Amanda Gorman’s inaugural poem “The Hill
We Climb”, to create a community crowdsourced poem. It was read on the air on January
28. Here are a few snippets. The whole poem can be found at: https://www.npr.org/
2021/01/28/960688815/this-is-our-dream-a-crowdsourced-poem-to-inspire-hope.

I Dream a World, by Langston Hughes
I dream a world where man
No other man will scorn,
Where love will bless the earth
And peace its paths adorn
I dream a world where all
Will know sweet freedom's way,
Where greed no longer saps the soul
Nor avarice blights our day.
A world I dream where black or white,
Whatever race you be,
Will share the bounties of the earth
And every man is free,
Where wretchedness will hang its head
And joy, like a pearl,
Attends the needs of all mankindOf such I dream, my world!
11
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This is Our Dream (Crowdsourced, excerpts)
I dream a world that sounds like a gentle "good morning,"
like "sleep tight" at the end of the day,
I dream a world where a bridge is arching over troubled waters, built on a foundation of
truth.
Where children grow up learning only one kind of division, the long kind.
a world where Sharing kindness is commonplace;
Where the monarchs butterflies are the only concern we have about migration.
A world where you hold onto your dreams, and I'll hold the door
Pass right through, 'cause the world is yours
Community gardens on every corner
No more social media advertisements for body armor
People with mental health issues, accepted as whole
A mosaic of humans not separated by color, opinion, belief
A world as simple as a poem
Written in pencil, full of mistakes and erasures
On the relentless path to its honest truth.
Where people are as free
as the poet's meter.
And inclusion is real
Not mandated by law, but embraced with zeal
Do you not see it is time to finish what has begun?
A world that we want to live in.
Such is a world I dream of!
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Poet Tackles Prison Abuse
Excerpts from The Gazette, Rob Cline, April 11, 2020
Poet Carol Tyx, who resides in Iowa City, has written a powerful and convicting collection of
poems grounded in a remarkable incident in one of the nation’s most infamous prisons.
“Remaking Achilles: Slicing into Angola’s History” takes as its jumping off point an incident
in 1951 that saw some of the Louisiana prison farms’ inmates cutting their own Achilles
tendons (making them unable to stand or walk) in an effort to protect themselves from
brutality -- or even death -- when they worked in the fields. Tyx happened upon the story
when she was doing research into prison literacy programs. She was working on an article
about the Anamosa State Penitentiary Book Club that she founded.
“I read a memoir by Wilbert Rideau in preparation for writing that article,” she said during
our phone conversation. “Wilbert Rideau is one of the most famous prisoners from Angola.
He was incarcerated a long time -- 30 or 40 years, but he became the editor of their
newspaper. For a while, under certain wardens, they were given permission to expose
conditions in the prison itself.”
“I thought I might write maybe three of four poems about this. So the project started very
small. And then, the more I read, the more I got intrigued by the cover-ups and the way the
governor’s election became involved in this and the way newspapers played such a key role
in documenting what was going on.” The project grew to a book-length project.
The poems in Remaking Achilles are notable for the variety and depth of the voices Tyx calls
forth. Finding those voices was a key component of the project. “There were a few poems
that are more out of my imagination, but most of them are really grounded in some specific
historical fact that gripped me. Like when I read about the one man in the hospital reading
Shakespeare.”
Tyx is aware that the story of Angola is not her story in any immediate sense. But she felt a
deep connection to it and worked hard to respect the material and the real individuals
behind the poems. “My thought is stories belong to all of us. Whatever story calls to us, we
have to go in deeply enough -- as deep as we can -- to try to understand it and try to keep
our stuff out of it as much as possible, which is never totally possible.”
Mount Mercy University visiting professor emerita video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26ErYBVB6yg
Remaking Achilles: Slicing into Angola’s History is available on
Amazon.
SL James is one of the voices from Remaking Achilles. Samuel
Lawrence James, a Confederate major, controlled Louisiana
convict labor leasing after the Civil War. Besides repairing levees,
many convicts, mostly black men with life sentences, worked in
the cotton fields on a plantation turned work farm known as
Angola.
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Leasee S.L. James
As a civil engineer I knew how to manage –
prisoners were just another project.
Twenty-five years I organized cheap, dependable labor
not just for my plantation – Angola –
but for my friends and neighbors.
I wanted to be part of making Louisiana
great, providing muscle for railroads
and levees, creating an agrarian empire.
I had never had any trouble, although one year
I lost over two hundred. It seemed only fair
to skip the lease fee that year.
More than once the Legislature tried
to push against me, but I knew how to
grease the wheels. My eulogist got it right:
A singularly sagacious man of business,
eminently successful in all he undertook.
My executors divvied up
over two million dollars.
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Third Saturday CWC Sacramento Monthly Zoom Meeting
“Writing Historical Fiction: Foundation-Building Practices”
January 16, 2021, with Dorothea Hubble Bonneau
Notes by Marcia Ehinger
Gloria Pierrot-Dyer, First Vice-President / Programs introduced our
speaker and reminded the audience that the weekend celebrated
the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Dorothea Hubble Bonneau, of
tri-racial ancestry, is an award-winning author, memoirist, produced
playwright, and optioned screenwriter. Inspired by a quest for
justice, Dorothea’s work is informed by her love of family, nature,
and the dramatic arts. Her new book -- Once in a Blood Moon -celebrates the intelligence, courage, culture and character of African
Americans, First Nation Peoples, and indentured servants who
created the backbone for the United States of America.
Dorothea began her presentation by quoting Pulitzer Prize-winning author David McCullough,
regarding world building. “History is who, why, the way we are in a given time and place.” She
adds, “How we might be in that time and place.” With that, she shared her family history and other
historical research that she put into her book to create show-not-tell characters and true-to-life
shared worlds. She began with the narrative of John Fowler, her ancestor, from “Story of a White
Slave”. John was born in 1799. His family was cast into poverty after his father died. In order to
survive, his mother moved home with her daughters, and contracted out her sons as indentured
servants. John ended up on a plantation, living in the slave quarters. Dorothea also included
research into early Spanish settlement in South Carolina (1526), the ability of Gambian slaves to
grow rice, early music in the American colonies, and books about free blacks who were
slaveowners, black Indians, settlements of color, and publications and records from colonial South
Carolina about society, laws, and the different ways that black and white people lived there in the
early 1800s. As Martin Luther King, Jr. said, she wanted to write a book that would not judge
people by the color of their skin, but by the content of their character.
Dorothea wanted to construct a psychosocial framework for her book, feeling that the cultural
dimension will reveal why people communicate the way they do, and help to develop conflicts that
drive the action. She uses Geert Hofstede’s theory of cultural dimensions to determine values,
attitudes, and beliefs for how people perceive themselves and interact with others. High and low
power distance shows the inequal distribution of power. Do the few rule the many or is power
shared equally? High and low uncertainty avoidance pertain to people feeling threatened, trying to
avoid the unfamiliar, and valuing tradition, versus being willing to try new experiences and
respecting cultures other than their own. Individualism and collectivism reflect views that the
individual is more important in society versus what is good for the greater group. Masculine and
feminine orientation determine the roles that people play. Masculine tends to favor strongly defined
division of roles, while feminine sees roles as gender neutral. Restraint versus indulgence is selfexplanatory, as are long-term versus short-term vision. Characters should also be evaluated for
internal versus external motivation for their actions.
Dorothea then went through the plot and characters of Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet” to
illustrate these cultural dimensions set in a different time and place from his audience. She also
read an excerpt from her book in which teenage cousins are suddenly confronted by the new
sheriff. One girl is perceived as black and the other as white. (Their white grandmother had two
husbands; the first was a wealthy man of color, and the second was a rich white man.) They had
both been brought up in the lap of luxury, well educated, in families with plantations and slaves.
The girls did not really see themselves as different until the sheriff treated one roughly as a slave,
and the other as a master – because of the color of their skin.
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Questions, answers, and sharing completed the meeting. Dorothea suggested the following
historical research sources: libraries, museums, courthouses, books with verifiable sources,
interviews with subject matter experts, and the internet (if you cross-reference sources). She used
a hybrid publisher for her book. She was not accepted by the black press because she “did not
look black”. The question of getting book reviews was asked, and it was noted that Kirkus Reviews
have a price, but they are considered very credible. FamilySearch.org and Academia.org were
cited as research sources for family history and historical information. Ray Blain said that he found
two PhD theses on the city he was writing about. He also mentioned using ship’s logs. Jenifer
Rowe asked about the need to travel for research, especially if a story is set a long time in the
past. Dorothea noted that historical societies and museums could be useful – also courthouses and
people’s wills. She felt her trips to South Carolina, Santo Domingo, and Spain were indispensable
for her book. She said that you will absorb sensory experiences, and you can travel back in time.
Gloria Pierrot-Dyer commented on the effect that writing a book can have on an author. It
shattered her idea of reality, and she found things that were not in the history books. Dorothea
agreed and Gloria asked if her book might be used in schools. This was followed by the reminder
that a book needs a Library of Congress Catalogue Number (LCCN) to be purchased by a library,
and that the number must be obtained after the book is finished but before it is published.
Dorothea Hubble Bonneau fell in love with theatre when she was six years old and had her first
acting opportunity. Since then, 24 of her plays have been produced in a variety of venues. Her To
Destroy You Is No Loss was published in 1992. Bonneau's other writing credits include Seekers
from Zantaparon, a novel; two screenplays, optioned by Sub Rosa Productions; a prize-winning
radio play; magazine articles; and a weekly column in The Davis Enterprise. Bonneau lives in
Davis, California, with her husband and her cat. See: www.dorotheabonneau.com

Descendants
By Nance Van Winckel
My sister and I grew up believing we were descendants of William Penn. Because our
mother said so. For my sister’s short life and much of mine, we trusted we’d trickled down
that way. Heirs to something quiet…petals dropped from a tree in a late great age of ice.
The earth tilts a tad and spins a titch faster. I’d believed a story. But a little digging into
actual facts, and WTF, we weren’t even English! Scots-Irish for me (with a dollop of
Mongol thrown in) and my (half-) sister with a heaping helping of German, some old
storekeeper, a man on the corner, the winkel.
Apparently I come from a line of people who like to make shit up.
My mother could live so hard in the made space she’d forget the
making. Her father’s last name was Penn, so voilà – an assumption
becomes a decrepit rubber-band fact wound around other rubberband facts.
The band breaks. (They all do. No matter.)

From The Gettysburg Review, Volume 31, Number 1 / Spring 2018
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The Joyful Therapy of Writing Short Stories
In between the hard but satisfying work of developing and writing novels, there’s joy to
be found in penning short stories and having them published.
I believe writing them offers several advantages. For example:
■ They serve to keep one’s writing skills sharp and, hopefully, continually improving.
■ Because short stories are, by definition, compressed, writing them disciplines an
author to be super selective in the choice of words and phrases.
■ Having them published expands visibility for the author.
■ When published as part of an anthology of stories by various authors, the exposure
is multiplied.
■ They provide an opportunity to share anecdotes or happenings that merit telling but
are not of the magnitude that would support a novel or other major work.
■ For inexperienced authors, starting by writing short stories can be a confidence
builder that eases the course toward writing a book. Like so many other endeavors,
baby steps can eventually lead to great accomplishments.
There are a number of placement opportunities for short stories, and the best may well
be writers’ clubs in your own geographical backyard. For instance, I am a member of
California Writers Club (CWC) –Sacramento Branch and Northern California Publishers and
Authors (NCPA). CWC plans to publish an anthology of short stories in 2021. Recently, NCPA
has been publishing two anthologies each year.
A huge advantage of joining organizations like CWC and NCPA – in addition to having
one’s writings considered for publication -- is to benefit from the educational programs they
offer and to become friends with and learn from authors representing every possible genre.
Check out their websites.
For CWC, it is www.sacramentowriters.org. For NCPA, it is www.norcalpa.org.
Bob Irelan, author
“Angel’s Truth – One teenager’s quest for justice” 2018
“Justifiable – Murder in the Mountain State” 2020

HAVE YOU BOOKMARKED OUR NEWLY CREATED RESOURCE TAB YET?

http://www.cwcsacramentowriters.org/critique-groups/
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Heritage Month Guide
FEBRUARY

African American History Month

MARCH

National Women’s History (Herstory) Month
Irish-American Heritage Month
March 15 – April 15: National Deaf History Month

APRIL

National Poetry Month

MAY

Asian Pacific American Heritage, Older Americans Month,
Jewish American Heritage Month

JUNE

Gay Lesbian (and more?) Pride Month

SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER

National Hispanic-Latino Heritage Month (Sept. 15 – Oct. 15)
National Disability Employment Awareness Month
National Italian American Heritage Month

NOVEMBER

National American Indian Heritage Month

DECEMBER

Dec. 3: International Day of Persons with Disabilities

FEBRUARY: AFRICAN AMERICAN HISTORY MONTH
In 1926, Dr. Carter G. Woodson instituted the first week-long celebration to raise
awareness of African Americans’ contributions to history. Prior to that time, little
information could be found regarding African American history. Important achievements
were left out of history books, and there was a general misconception that African
Americans had made little contribution to U.S. society or history. Fifty years later, the
week became a month. February was chosen because it celebrates the birthdays of
Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglass, both of whom dramatically affected the lives of
African Americans.
[From diversitycentral.com, 2017. Time for an update?]
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February 8, 2020, First Friday Meeting with Mike Larsen

Notes by Dakota Coe

About Mike:
Mike has published a number of books including:
o How to write a book proposal
o How to get a literary agent
o ... and others
o Focused on fiction, but not YA.
Resources:
(posted to the meeting archive on CWC website):
o Query letters outline
o Book proposal
Now is a Great Time to be Writing:
•
You can write anything you want and publish it for free
•
It's the easiest art to succeed in
•
There's great demand
•
There are lots of outstanding models - you can learn from other authors
•
There are more subjects to write about.
•
There are more ways to learn what you need to know
•
There are more tools to help you write
•
There are more ways to get feedback on your work
•
There are more ways to test the market
•
There are more ways to share
•
You can work in your spare time
•
You have more ways to make a difference as well as a living
•
Some publishing is easier than ever
•
Access to e-books/audiobooks is easier than ever
•
There are more forms of media in which to publish
•
You have the same access to readers online as the publisher does
•
There are more ways to profit
•
You have more control over publishing etc., and your career
•
There are more ways to build the communities you need for success
•
There are more ways to share your own personal passions as an author
•
All you need to be a bookseller is online access
•
Print sales are up almost 80% and e-books are up double that
•
Publishers continue to look for ways to meet readers' interests
•
Big publishers focus on those most likely to succeed, but smaller sellers fill the niches
created by this
•
4.5 billion people are on the internet and writers add value to readers lives
•
English is the international language
•
Books can be printed on demand, not just in large runs
•
If you beat the odds, agents and editors will find you
-> 4500 books published a day, 1.7 million a year, most self-published.
The 3-essential C's:
Creativity, communication, commerce
1) Creativity:
•
People like images, sound and text in that order. The work must have visual appeal.
•
Writers build their audiences by writing books that sell each other.
•
Keep creating new ways to engage fans.
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2) Communication
•
To take advantage of the opportunities that await you, you have to do more than ever.
Being a successful writer is not for introverts, you have to be a people person.
•
Writing gives you the opportunity to become a part of your readers’ lives
•
Find out who your readers are, i.e. where they hang out online. Join them: Join events,
communication, media, influencers. Become a part of that community. Captivate that
community. Build trust. Become a source of content they enjoy.
•
Evangelists will sing your praises; fans will buy whatever you write.
•
Be authentic, consistent, & build a brand. This is a powerful part of engaging your fans
and attracting new ones.
3) Commerce
•
Be an entrepreneur; make your writing a business.
•
Be a content entrepreneur. Content is king.
•
Build a team of collaborators that help create, produce and monetize your work.
•
Make everything you sell; sell everything else you sell = Synergy.
•
Jump on new opportunities as they pop up. Be an early adopter.
•
Your book is the ultimate expression of your idea, but not the only expression of that
idea. You can reuse that idea in many ways. I.e. the expression needs to be scalable. A
book can be reduced to a one sentence pitch, and should be represented as everything
else in-between. (There is a use/market for each representation)
• You need a query letter: Hook, book (one paragraph that summarizes your sell), cook
(about you).
• You should also write a Proposal. This helps you formulate the ideas to make your
book more sellable, and promotable. If you're writing fiction, you don't have to write
a proposal. But it is helpful if you do. It helps both you, and can be useful for
others.
• For fiction, the title must capture the essence of the book in a positive and compelling
way. E.g. Jaws. For non-fiction, tell and sell. Catchy title + subtitle to tell more
about the book and sell it.
• Platform: Continuing visibility with potential buyers on the kind of book you're writing.
• Promotion plan: This conveys what you will do at your own expense to promote your
book. Must be a logical extension of your existing platform.
• Query letter: Every word in the query letter has to follow from the words before.
Maximum impact in as little space as possible. Get feedback on your query letter in
critique groups, or hire an experienced editor to give you feedback.
•
Follow-up books: Agents want at least ideas for the second book if you're going to write
one. If you've written a complete first fiction novel, having at least the outline of a
second will help you sell the first. Convincing publishers that you have what it takes to
keep churning out good books helps sell your first book.
•
Critique group - best to be the least experienced writer. You'll get the most out of the
group.
•
Editors are wondering how many comparable books you have read; the more you've read,
the better you will understand how to write in that genre.
General Feedback on the CWC team submissions:
•
General:
o The first line/first page of your work is extremely important.
o Writing is a labor of love; your passion should come through immediately. Lack of passion
will show.
o Every word in the book should be developing (1) plot, (2) character, or (3) setting. Ask
yourself if readers want to know this or need to know this. If not, it shouldn't be there.
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Ask yourself what you want your readers to think/feel/do. Every word should work to that
end.
o Use of "God" is fine in Christian literature, a specific market, and a big one, but don't use it
if you're aiming for general publishing.
Query letters:
o Be an expert on the type of book you're writing, it will be apparent both in your first page,
and in your query letter.
o Avoid the phrase "fiction novel," it's redundant.
Fiction:
o Only readers can tell you if you achieved your goal of making your work appealing to
readers. Rely on readers before you go for editors/agents. Only readers will tell you if
you've succeeded. Go with the feedback.
•
The Chicken Soup books had a panel of 40 readers (not just anybody, but
knowledgeable readers, either knowledgeable about writing, or subject matter).
Graded them on a scale of 10. Only sold the 9.5 & 10s! Great way to see if the book
is having the impact you want it to have.
Memoirs:
o Everyone should write a memoir. Tell the world what you learned from your experience
and life. But the commercial aspects of memoirs are grim (unless you're already famous).
o

•

•

•

Q&A
•

•

•

•
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Q: If your newly finished book is being read by beta readers for the first time, how many
readers do you recommend? A: Fewer is generally better, but they must be knowledgeable
people. If you're writing for a diverse audience, you need readers who represent the range
represented by that audience.
o Be a part of a book group, critique group, WattPad, Scrivener, can get feedback (Google
online to get “feedback on writing”).
o Publish short pieces, articles based on the work, chapters of the book.
o Publish these to test market, get feedback, establish credentials.
o Do podcasts. (Can do whole book as a podcast.)
Q: Critique group - if you have discordant views, what to do? A: Get more readers, and be
clear about the reasons they don't like it.
Are they legitimate reasons?
Reactions are
subjective. Even very successful materials often get turned down (some 50+ times).
Q: How soon do you get readers to start reading your work? A: Get feedback while you're
writing it if you're writing a proposal. (However, for fiction, finish the book first). Meet online
and discuss each other's work. Have a diverse group of people for the best feedback.
Q: Self-publishing children's picture books. Some authors who write more than one book call
themselves their own publishing house. Is this legitimate way to establish a brand? A: Selfpublishing is the new normal since it can be hard to break in with any kind of book. Selfpublishing is often the best option with first books. If it succeeds, the book can get picked up by
a traditional publisher.
o NCIPA = Northern California Independent Publishers' Association. Worthwhile membership
if you plan to self-publish. Best thing of their kind in the country.
o Notion of starting a publishing house: In one expert's opinion it takes 5 novels to build up
an audience for your work. Volume will help build value for your brand. If you don't have 5
novels yet, or need to quickly build up volume, one tip is to start your own publishing
house. You can also start publishing books by similar authors and build up each other's
value (and combined volumes). All those books become inventory that a publisher may
become interested in taking over. This is another aspect of being an entrepreneur. Can
leverage the same ISBN.
o Jadefreeman.com: Information about a guy who started a publishing house.
o New-World self-publishing typically means:
•
Amazon (controversial & does not sell to libraries and stores) and
•
Ingrams (huge, sells to anybody, will drop ship individual books or big orders, and
less controversial).
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Also Bookshop.org is a great new organization supporting new booksellers. You can
get a 'bookshelf' there.
Q: CWC Branch is publishing an anthology. How can our users use that to get a credit for
their projects? A: Part of their work has appeared in an anthology. Any kind of professional
representation can make an impression on agents/editors. Do this once a year. An anthology
is a lot of work however. Publish short pieces (short story, excerpt, etc.) and bio/headshots.
Promotes the CWC chapter too. Totally win-win, but must be as professional as possible.
Q: If in the anthology (even if it has a limited distribution) -- will that prevent contributors
from marketing their content elsewhere? A: No.
Q: On the idea of getting feedback. How do you mitigate concern around intellectual
property? A: This is a very common concern, but don't worry about it. Work is copywritten
as soon as it takes form. People aren't sitting out there waiting to take your idea. It just
doesn't happen. Piracy of published books is more of a problem. Project Gutenberg puts all
public domain books online. There's plenty of free material out there. It doesn't make sense
to steal.
Q: Online editing services, pay someone to edit. Is it worth it? A: It depends on the editor.
Editors can charge $200/page. Bestselling authors can pay up to $70k for editing a book.
There are no editor credentials. A good editor may be worth it, but your goal is to make it a
sellable book, ready to get it published. Heather Lazare in Pacific Grove is a good editor and
does fiction, also worked for Schuster. You want an editor with the experience to accomplish
this. Who are the good ones? Many freelance editors were in-house editors before they hung
out their shingle and went freelance. Bay Area Editors Forum (BAEF) has 150 members make sure they're a part of that. You need an editor for your type of book. Also talk to their
authors for a reference; you need to feel comfortable working with them, know how
responsive they are, etc.
Q: What's popular? A: Go to a bookstore and know what's on the shelves.
Q: Poetry? A: Bay Area is the poetry capital of the world, but all self-published since there's
no money in it. If you have a book of it, you have a better chance of getting it published.
Q: If you publish a chapter of your book, if published once, does that prevent you from
getting the whole work published? A: It depends on how it is published. If selling a collection
of short stories, the publisher will want some of them to be published individually. If you
publish online however, then it can be hard to publish the whole work later.
Q: Submission process for agents and publishers - do you submit to one at a time rather than
several at the same time? A:
o Agents use multiple submission for non-fiction as standard procedure.
o With fiction you probably want to limit it to 2 or 3 at a time.
o You do want to do multiple submission of letters (but all letters must be personalized).
o There is also a difference between partial and whole manuscripts. Don't send to more
than 10 people at a time. With fiction, and a whole manuscript, fewer. Give them a time
limit, e.g. if I don't hear from you in 2 months, I may submit elsewhere.
o Publishers will have submission guidelines on their websites. Consult these.
Mike thinks Amazon is evil; it does not pay its employees well. Amazon books are not sold to
libraries or bookstores. IngramSpark is somewhat better. It is also worldwide, sells to
libraries, can supply 95% of booksellers overnight, and will drop ship. Maybe authors should
consider working with Smashwords?
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Concluding comments:
•
Screens can replace being with people. Tech-celeration will continue creating a hybrid culture.
This will be one of the most creative decades in history. Collaboration on an international
scale will create great accomplishments.
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CWC Sacramento Branch Leadership
FY 2019-2020
Officers
Interim President: Kimberly A. Edwards
Kimberlyedwards00@comcast.net
First Vice-President/Programs: Gloria Pierrot-Dyer
qquill76@gmail.com
Second Vice-President/Membership: Jenifer Rowe
jenifererowe@gmail.com
Secretary: John Patterson
2johnpatterson@gmail.com
Treasurer: Karen Terhune
koyotesky@gmail.com
Board of Directors
Linda Champion, Outreach
championwritingcreations@comcast.net
Marcia Ehinger, Newsletter Content Editor
mehinger@comcast.net
Jenifer Rowe, Webmaster
Gloria Pierrot-Dyer (First VP, Programs)
John Patterson, Critique Groups and Beta Readers Coordinator
Mark Heckey, E-blast coordinator
mheckey@comcast.net
Consultants to the Board
Larry Mandelberg, Writers’ Mastermind Facilitator
larry@mandelberg.biz
Club Positions
Ray & Maryann Blain, Saturday Meeting Registration
Rosi Hollinbeck, Newsletter Layout Editor
Judith Presnall, Contest Coordinator
Cheryl Stapp, First Friday Network Coordinator
Michel Lynn Inaba, First Friday Program Coordinator
inabaml@gmail.com
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